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The pandemic quickly exposed the fragility of networks in our economy. 
The supply chains that travel the world — bringing goods from overseas 
factories to our doorsteps— experienced a shock to its system as the world 
emerged from lockdown.  As demand surged for consumer goods, movement 
strained across supply chain networks, contributing to the current slowdown 
we all see as the holiday season approaches.

Our research —conducted in November 2021—focused on the impact of supply 
chain disruption around the world. We surveyed 866 companies across six 
countries to better understand the impact being felt, how companies are 
responding and perspectives on the future. 



C-Suite leaders are taking action to manage 
supply chain issues
But approaches vary by company

Which of the following, if any, has your company done to address supply chain issues? (% of C-suite respondents shown)

Ordered supplies or inputs earlier than previously  
43%

43%

42%

40%

37%

35%

Created new contingency plans to limit the effects on the business  

Restructuring supply chains and inventory management processes  

Increased collaboration to ensure a smooth flow of supplies  

Identified new or alternative suppliers  

Changed product mix to maximize satisfaction/profit

Increased inventory  

Double-ordered to ensure at least some supply  

Moved production closer to demand/customers 

Shut down factories

Advocated for changing rules and regulations

37%

35%

34%

32%

11%

2 in 5
C-Suite executives are 
pre-ordering supplies, 
creating contingency 
plans, restructuring supply 
chains.

Future Actions
Restructuring supply chains 
and moving production to the 
point of demand.

Source: Accenture, November 2021 



Pandemic is widely credited for issues within the supply chain 
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Unique challenges, such as the pandemic, or other specific events 

Not enough collaboration between producers, shippers, warehouses, retailers

Demand for goods exceeding supply

Not enough employees to do critical jobs

Infrastructure/capacity problems

Not enough supply of raw material to make products

Inadequate contingency plans

Poor planning by companies who need supplies

Not enough inventory on hand

Companies over-ordering to ensure they get adequate supply

Changes in consumer spending

◼ First (top)
◼ Second 
◼ Third

Which of the following would you say is the top reason for current supply chain challenges? Select the top three (all respondents)

Though a multitude of factors continues to contribute to the challenge

Unique challenges, 
such as the 
pandemic, are widely 
seen as the top 
reason for supply 
chain issues.

Source: Accenture, November 2021 



Leaders have already felt  tangible business impact
C-Suite Executives are among those most likely to see 
significant impact on performance

As far as you know, how much impact are supply chain issues having on each of the following aspects of your company? 
(showing % of significantly impacted) 

‘Supply chain disruption’
mentioned during earnings1

3,000 times 
(in just one week)

49%

45%

Being able to retain or attract employees

The price your company pays for goods or services

Getting the supplies or inputs needed for your business

Stress/strain on workforce

Changing customer expectations, such as 
predictability or delivery certainty

Certainty in decision-making

The price your company charges for goods or services

Being able to produce your products or fulfill demand

Your company's ability to grow

43%

38%

36%

38%

32%

32%

34%

1 Bloomberg, Supply Chain Earnings Chatter Hits Record Highs , Oct. 13, 2021

Source: Accenture, November 2021 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-10-13/supply-chain-chatter-hits-record-highs-on-earnings-calls


How long will supply chain issues last?
More than 1 in 3 workers say supply chain issues will remain a challenge to 
the global economy for at least three years.

For how long do you see supply chain issues remaining a challenge? (Showing % of all respondents)
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Less than 3 months 3 to 6 months 6 months to 1 year 1-2 years 3-5 years More than 5 years

C-Suite 3+ years: 33%

C-Suite 3+ years: 28%

C-Suite 3+ years: 21%

C-Suite 3+ years: 22%

C-Suite 3+ years: 23%

Source: Accenture, November 2021 

Global economy

Your country’s 
economy

Consumers 
in your country

Your industry

Your company



What is likely to happen as a result of supply chain issues?

1. Prices rise, consumers cut spending 
in the short-term (88%)

2. Increased use of automation, AI, 
robotics to create full visibility (79%)

3. Production moves closer to point 
of demand (73%)

4. 
5. 

Build/expand infrastructure (66%)

Wages increase across critical points 
of supply chain to meet demand (65%)

Given the supply chain challenges discussed above, how likely do you think each of the following is to happen? (Top 2: Highly likely, likely) 

Most leaders believe customers’ growing expectations 
for fulfillment will result in companies restructuring 
supply chains, increasing automation and moving 

production closer to demand.

Adapting supply chains to meet customers’ growing 
expectations for fast, flexible and cost-effective fulfillment also 
has opportunity to drive other sources of value

Seamless, 
coordinated

Reliable 
at every 

touchpoint 

Less travel 
to point of 
demand

Adapts to 
surge 
events
Decreases 
lead time



About the research

Topic:
Supply chain disruption 

Area of focus:
Impact being felt
Actions being taken
What the future holds

Respondents 
surveyed  

866

C-Suite decision makers

65

Audiences3
Employees
Business executives
C-suite executives

Countries6
Australia (95)
Brazil (164)
Germany (108)
Spain (106)
United Kingdom (119)
United States (274)

• This series focuses on timely issues that are making news and impacting the global business community and 
how companies are responding. 

• A short survey probes into the perspectives of those shaping or driving change on a particular issue. 

All 866 respondents from discrete companies, each with at least 1,000 employees or $2.5 billion in annual revenue; Survey fielded in November 2021.

The November 2021 research focuses on global supply chain disruption including the impact 
being felt, how companies are responding and their perspectives on the future.


